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Privalia & Veepee
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Mainly flash 
sales...

… although 
marketplace is 
rapidly growing



Privalia & Veepee
Key metrics
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3,7 BILLION €
NET VOLUME OF BUSINESS IN 

2018

7 000 
PARTNER BRANDS

6 000
EMPLOYEES

4,5 MILLION
UNIQUE VISITORS PER DAY
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3,7 BILLION €
NET VOLUME OF BUSINESS IN 

2018

7 000 
PARTNER BRANDS

6 000
EMPLOYEES

4,5 MILLION
UNIQUE VISITORS PER DAY

Leading role in European ecommerce
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Why should I 
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“It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data.” 
Sherlock Holmes

“If we have data, let’s look at data. If all we have are opinions, 
let’s go with mine.” 
Jim Barksdale (Former CEO of Netscape)

“Without data you’re just another person with an opinion.” 
Edwards Deming (Statistician, Professor, Author, Lecturer, and Consultant)
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“Most of the world will make decisions by either guessing or 
using their gut. They will be either lucky or wrong.”
Suhail Doshi (CEO Mixpanel)

“You can have data without information, but you cannot have 
information without data.”
Daniel Keys Moran (Writer)

“Errors using inadequate data are much less than those using 
no data at all.”
Charles Babbage (Mathematician)
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Why should I use data?
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“Most of the world will make decisions by either guessing or 
using their gut. They will be either lucky or wrong.”
Suhail Doshi (CEO Mixpanel)

“You can have data without information, but you cannot have 
information without data.”
Daniel Keys Moran (Writer)

Take decisions using facts rather than 
gut feeling.

“Errors using inadequate data are much less than those using 
no data at all.”
Charles Babbage (Mathematician)

“It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data.” 
Sherlock Holmes

“If we have data, let’s look at data. If all we have are opinions, 
let’s go with mine.” 
Jim Barksdale (Former CEO of Netscape)

“Without data you’re just another person with an opinion.” 
Edwards Deming (Statistician, Professor, Author, Lecturer, and Consultant)

Improve the decisions taken



Where can 
data be 
helpful?
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Some use cases

● Increased operating efficiency

● Product testing

● Better consumer behaviour understanding in order to adapt our proposal and 

improve the customer experience

● Identification of trends

● Analysis of the competition (via open data from twitter, facebook…)

● New value proposition by sharing insights

● New biz opportunities
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Some use cases

● Better decision taking (understand where we are, what happened, why it 
happened and what will happen)

● Increased operating efficiency

● Product testing

● Better consumer behaviour understanding in order to adapt our proposal and 
improve the customer experience

● Identification of trends

● Analysis of the competition (via open data from twitter, facebook…)

● New value proposition by sharing insights

● New biz opportunities



What does it 
mean to be 
data driven?
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What does it mean to be data driven?
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Data-driven is an adjective used to refer to a 
process or activity that is spurred on by data, as 
opposed to being driven by mere intuition or 
personal experience. 

In other words, the decision is made with hard 
empirical evidence and not speculation or gut 
feel.
Steven Miller
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Counter-intuitively, being data-driven is not a 
matter of data.

It is a matter of action.
Tell me, what does it mean (really) to be Data Driven?
Tomasz Stachorko
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Data-drivenness is about building tools, abilities, 
and, most crucially, a culture that acts on data.
Creating a Data-Driven Organization by Carl Anderson
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process or activity that is spurred on by data, as 
opposed to being driven by mere intuition or 
personal experience. 

In other words, the decision is made with hard 
empirical evidence and not speculation or gut 
feel.
Steven Miller

Counter-intuitively, being data-driven is not a 
matter of data.

It is a matter of action.
Tell me, what does it mean (really) to be Data Driven?
Tomasz Stachorko

“If you say you’re data-driven but everything has 
to go through an analyst, you’re not actually 
data-driven.”
Fareed Mosavat, Consumer Growth Product Manager at Instacart (How Data 
Access Unlocks Your Company’s Potential, Amplitude Analytics Blog)
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Data-drivenness is about building tools, abilities, 
and, most crucially, a culture that acts on data.
Creating a Data-Driven Organization by Carl Anderson

Data-driven is an adjective used to refer to a 
process or activity that is spurred on by data, as 
opposed to being driven by mere intuition or 
personal experience. 

In other words, the decision is made with hard 
empirical evidence and not speculation or gut 
feel.
Steven Miller

Counter-intuitively, being data-driven is not a 
matter of data.

It is a matter of action.
Tell me, what does it mean (really) to be Data Driven?
Tomasz Stachorko

“If you say you’re data-driven but everything has 
to go through an analyst, you’re not actually 
data-driven.”
Fareed Mosavat, Consumer Growth Product Manager at Instacart (How Data 
Access Unlocks Your Company’s Potential, Amplitude Analytics Blog)

autonomy



Transition to a data driven company
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How to know in which stage you’re in?
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"Alex-pain-scale" by pattigee09 is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

Where does your company fall on this scale if it 
lost access to its data?



Risks of being too data driven
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Photo: Mehmet Karatay, Creative Commons 3.0

● Low diversity of information
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● Low diversity of information

● Adopt only small (measurable) incremental changes but never 

dare to do disruptive ones
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How to transition to a data driven company
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Executive sponsorship

Experimentation: A/B testing

Open to failure

Quick win approach
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How to transition to a data driven company

Data governance

Quality

Alignment with strategy

Autonomous data discovery

Single version of truth

Data literacy

People & organization

Executive sponsorship

Experimentation: A/B testing

Open to failure

Quick win approach



What are we 
doing to be 
more data 
driven?
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What are we doing?
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Data Catalog including

Governed KPI definition

Data lineage

Central library of reports & analysis

Autonomous data discovery by using a semantic layer

Data literacy

Data Analyst Community

Executive sponsorship

Data 1 of the top 3 priorities of the company

CDO appointed

Use case revision by “decision intelligence” team

Data is owned by product teams

Quick win approach

Pilot delivered for specific area

Data Science focuses on fewer topics

Data governance area created

Data Contract approach to 
ensure the Q of data ingested

Future proof tech stack: Google 
BigQuery, Apache Beam...



Where should 
I start?

Part 06
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Where to start?
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Quick win approach

Focus on one problem

Agile (MVP) approach

Take advantage of a fast decision taking process
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Quick win approach

Focus on one problem

Agile (MVP) approach

Take advantage of a fast decision taking process Apply Maslow’s pyramid on data

Analyze carefully all available data 
sources (public government data, GPS, 
Social media, Ecommerce, Internal data)

Work with 3rd parties that do offer 
data as a service
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Applying Maslow’s pyramid principle, 
analysts over data scientists

Quick win approach

Focus on one problem

Agile (MVP) approach

Take advantage of a fast decision taking process Apply Maslow’s pyramid on data

Analyze carefully all available data 
sources (public government data, GPS, 
Social media, Ecommerce, Internal data)

Work with 3rd parties that do offer 
data as a service



Where to start?
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Lean approach

Use simple solutions like “Google Ads” and “Google Analytics”

On cloud tools (vs on-premise)

Applying Maslow’s pyramid principle, 
analysts over data scientists

Quick win approach

Focus on one problem

Agile (MVP) approach

Take advantage of a fast decision taking process Apply Maslow’s pyramid on data

Analyze carefully all available data 
sources (public government data, GPS, 
Social media, Ecommerce, Internal data)

Work with 3rd parties that do offer 
data as a service



Some examples

● Increased operating efficiency

● Product testing

● Better consumer behaviour understanding in order to adapt our proposal and 
improve the customer experience



Thank you
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The (Maslow) data pyramid

INFORMATION

Transform
Reporting

2

RAW DATA

Collect
Store

Quality assurance

1

ACTION

Automation
Customization / Personalization
Optimization

4

INSIGHT / LEARNING

A/B testing
Identification of patterns & opportunities

3

Value creation

Data is the new oil, but if unrefined it cannot really be used. It has to be processed in 
transformed to create a valuable asset that drives profitability.


